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Fourier transform norm inequalities, 11111,., < C /(fIlp,,, are proved for measure 
weights p on moment subspaces of L:(W). Density theorems are established to 
extend the inequalities to all of L$W’). In both cases the conditions for validity are 
computable. For n > 2, p and v are radial, and the results are applied to prove 
spherical restriction theorems which include power weights v(t) = 1 tla, n/(p’ - 1) < 
a < (p’ + n)/(p’ - 1). 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
We shall prove weighted Fourier transform norm inequalities on R” 
where the weight on the Fourier transform side is a measure, i.e., 
lllll 4,p < C Ilfllp,v for p a measure. 
There are a number of results in this area. We characterized such an 
inequality on R for 1 <p d q < 00 and even weights p and u for which l/p 
and u were increasing functions on (0, co) [BH], cf., the extension in 
[BHJl]. Using these results we proved the inequality, 
for R if and only if w is a Muckenhoupt A,, weight; here p E (1,2] and w 
is even on R and increasing on (0, co) [BHJ2]. This is interesting since the 
A, condition is a Hilbert transform/maximal function criterion and since 
our result has classical theorems of Hardy, Littlewood, Paley, and Pitt as 
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corollaries. Further, major contributions to weighted Fourier transform 
norm inequalities include [JS, Mu23 with an earlier theorem due to Knopf 
and Rudnick [KR] and more recent results by Sadosky and Wheeden 
cf-0 
Generally, the above-mentioned results use rearrangement methods. 
These methods do not yield effective criteria for Fourier transform 
inequalities in the case of non-monotonic weights, and the constants C 
become more difficult to compute. Also these results tend to assume 
one or the other of such constraints as even weights, function weights, 
monotonic weights, or domain R. Our goal is to construct the theory 
without rearragements and with as few constraints as possible. The reasons 
for such a project are apparent: restriction theorems, uncertainty principle 
inequalities, and effective criteria to establish Fourier transform inequalities 
for large classes of weights. This paper gives our first results in this 
direction. 
After setting notation in Section 0 we state a version of Hardy’s 
inequality in Section 1 as well as verifying two useful corollaries, viz., 
Proposition 1.3 and Proposition 1.4. 
Section 2 is devoted to Fourier transform norm inequalities on R with 
measure weights. Using the results of Section 1, Theorem 2.1 establishes 
our inequality on a subspace of functions with vanishing moments. A norm 
constant is given which is nearly sharp fore some weights and which, in any 
case, is explicit. The weights need not be even or monotonic. Theorem 2.2 
gives a general and effective density criterion to extend Theorem 2.1 to all 
of weighted Lp; and Theorem 2.3 combines these two results to yield 
the basic norm inequality on weighted Lp. The remainder of Section 2 
is devoted to comments about density criteria and to checking our 
hypotheses in Theorem 2.3 with specific weights. 
Section 3 provides some remarks about radial measures on R”. This 
material is used in Section 4 to prove the analogues in [w” of the results 
from Section 2. Theorem 4.3, corresponding to Theorem 2.3, requires both 
o and p to be radial. The proofs in Section 4 are more involved than those of 
Section 2, but utilize the same approach. For example, the Carleson-Hunt 
theorem is implemented in Theorem 2.2, whereas our n-dimensional density 
criterion, Theorem 4.2, utilizes C. Fefferman’s extension of this theorem. 
The final section, Section 5, contains applications of Section 4 to restriction 
theorems (Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4) and proves results identifying a 
special case of one of our basic hypotheses from Sections 2 and 4, viz., (2.1) 
and (4.1) with a natural growth condition arising in spherical restriction 
theorems. 
Besides condition (2.1) resp., (4.1), which is an expected “uncertainty 
principle” relation between the weights u and p, our proofs of the basic 
norm inequalities require another condition, (2.2) resp., (4.2), which limits 
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the applicable pairs of weights. Each of these conditions is easy to check 
(there are no rearrangements); and the conditions are often satisfied, e.g., 
in the case p has compact support and u’ Pp’ is integrable off of a certain 
neighborhood of the origin. It is true, however, that the present theory 
does not include the case u = 1 because of the simple moment approach 
we have taken. The sequel will deal with refinements of this approach 
and of Hardy’s inequality for non-measure weights, as well as the cases 
q <p and p = 1, associated restriction theorems, and uncertainty principle 
inequalities. 
0. NOTATION 
Let X be a locally compact subspace of n-dimensional Euclidean space 
R”, and let C,(X) be the vector space of complex-valued continuous 
functions f: X-, C having compact support suppf~ X. A measure v on X 
is a linear functional defined on C,(X) satisfying lim,, ocI < v, fi > = 0 for 
every sequence {fi} E C,(X) having the properties that limi, 5 llfjll o. = 0 
and suppfi E K, where K E X is a compact set independent ofj and 11 . . 1) cu 
is the usual sup-norm (on X), e.g., [Bo]. M(X) is the space of measures on 
X and M+(X) = {v E M(X): (v, f) 2 0 for all non-negative f~ C,(X)} is 
the space of positive measures on X. Similarly, Mb(X) is the subspace of 
M(X) having bounded variation, i.e., the above-mentioned convergence 
criterion on C,(X) is replaced by (C,(X), 1) ... (I ,,); and Mb+(X) consists 
of the positive elements of Mb(X). We write (v,f) = Jxf(t) dv(t) and in 
case X= R” we write (v, f) = Jf( t) dv(t). 
For PE (0, co), L&,(R”) is the set of functions S: R” + @ for which Iflp 
is locally integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure. If v E M+(R”) then 
L:(W) designates the set of Bore1 measurable functions f defined v a.e. on 
R” for which 
Ilfllp.” = (J If(t)lP dyqp < 0. 
There is an analogous definition of L:(R”), where v 2 0 is a Bore1 
measurable function not necessarily an element of L,‘,,,(W). In fact, 
L:(W)= {f: IISII,,,=(SIflt)lPv(t)dr)l’p<oo}. If UEL&(R”), ~20, then 
“&(t) = u(t) dt” defines a positive measure v. Also, we write p’ = p/( p - 1). 
The Fourier transform f of fE L’( UY) is the function, 
f(y)=je-‘““.If(t)dl, 
where y E i@ (= P). Finally, xs designates the characteristic function of the 
set S. 
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1. HARDY INEQUALITIES 
The following result for measures p was observed by Sinnamon [S]. The 
p = q and p locally integrable case is due to Tomaselli [To] and Talenti 
[T]; and Muckenhoupt [Mull provided new proofs of their results and 
also proved the p = q case for measures p. The p d q and p locally 
integrable case is due to Bradley, Kokilashvili, Maz’ja, and Anderson and 
Muckenhoupt, e.g., [Br, M, AM]. The q <p and p locally integrable case 
is due to Maz’ja [M], Sawyer (1984), Heinig (1985), and Sinnamon [S]. 
In Hardy’s original inequality, u(y) = l/jvj 9 so that “&(y) = u(y) dy” is 
not a measure. In fact, local integrability of u on a neighborhood N of the 
origin is not an hypothesis of the above-mentioned results; and there is an 
analogue of Theorem 1.1 when ,u is not a measure on N. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Given v E L{,,,(R), v > 0 a.e., and ,u E M, (R). Assume 
1 <pdq<m and ulPP’EL:,,(R). 
(a) There is C > 0 such that for all h E L/,,(R), h > 0, 
if and only if 
B=,,(jl~,~,,~d~(~))l’~(j~v(t)‘~“dt)”~’<~. (1.2) 
? 
Furthermore, B < C < B(p)“” (p’)““‘. 
(b) There is C > 0 such that for all h E L:,,,(R), h 2 0, 
(j~O,l,(j~h(t)dt)“q<C(j~h(t)~v(t)dt)”P (1.3) 
Furthermore, B < C < B(p)“” (P’)“~‘. 
Remark 1.2. (a) Condition ( 1.4), for p E M, (R) and v > 0 a.e., implies 
that p E Mh( [0, cc )). 
(b) The generalization of Theorem 1.1 from the case “dv(t) = v(t) dt” 
to arbitrary v E M+(R) is vacuous. In fact, if v E M+(R) and m is Lebesgue 
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measure then v =f+ v,, where f~ L&(R), v, I m, and f, v, E M+(R) [B, 
Theorem 5.91. Thus, if m is concentrated in X and v, is concentrated in Y 
with Xn Y = fzr then, considering (1.3), for example, we have j: h,(t) dt = 
1: h(t) dt for hi = hi, and 1 h,(t)P dv,(t) = 0, e.g., 0 < j xAxx dv, = 
v,(A n X) = v,((A n X) n Y) = v,(0) = 0. 
(c) Theorem 1.1 has a natural formulation if p = 1. In that case, 
B= C. 
Since we are dealing with measures p in Theorem 1.1, (1.1) and (1.3) are 
equivalent to the same inequalities for all non-negative h E L&,,(R) 
for which supp h G [0, co). This simple observation plays a role in the 
following results. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given v EL:,,(R), v > 0 a.&, and PE M+(R). Assume 
1 <p<q< cc and v’-~‘EL,‘,,,(R). 
(a) There is C > 0 such that for all h E L,?,,( R), h > 0, 
,1, > y, h(t) dt &(y) y )“‘<C([h(t)pv(t)dt)l’p (1.5) 
if and only lf 
(b) If C<CO then B<C. rf B<o3 and p({O))=O then C=C, 
satisfies 
C < 2”fB(p)“q (p’)““‘, 
and if p=aa, a>O, then vlep’ EL’(R) and C=C, satisfies C=B= 
a’/q(jv(t)‘-P’dt)l’p’. Zf B<oo andp=aa+q, where a>O, REM+, and 
q((O})=O, then 
c = ( qs + cy. 
Proof (i) The case p = a& a > 0, follows by direct calculation. If (1.5) 
holds let h(t) = v(t)’ -P’ xs( t), where S is a compact interval. Inequality 
(1.5) becomes 
aw7 s v(t)‘-P’dt<C S 
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and, hence, by letting S vary, 
The left hand side is B and so B < C. If (1.6) holds then the left hand side 
of (1.5) is 
a”Y h(t) u(t)l’p u(t) J 
-‘jp dt Q a’jq Ilhll,,, (, u(t)‘-@ dt)‘“’ 
= B I141p,m 
and so C<B. 
(ii) The necessary conditions for (1.5) are, in fact, true for any 
~LEM+(R). To see this, assume (1.5), fixy>O, and let h(t)=~(t)‘-~‘~~(r) 
where S = {t : y < ItI < Y}. We reduce the left hand side of (1.5) to 
and, hence, since ,UE M+(R), (1.5) implies 
Letting Y + co we obtain (1.6) with B < C. 
(iii) Assume ,B( (0)) = 0 and that (1.6) holds. Take any non-negative 
h E .%@). Write f CJlt,, ,yI h(l) dfJq 44y) as 
J (J h(t) dt (0, m) Id =-Y > q&(y) + jcpm o) ( l,t,> -yh(t) dt)' &(y) 
= Jco,_I(J,,, ~~~~~~~)q~~~~~-J~,,~i(J,,,>y~~~~~t)u~~~-~~ > 
= J (J h(t)dt q4Ay)+Lc(-y)), (0. ml m h(t) dt+ j- Y -cc > 
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so that by Minkowski’s inequality the left hand side of (1.5) is bounded by 
(j(o,~)(j~h(l)df)*d(ir(Y)+)r(-Y)))”q 
The first integral of (1.6) is 
s c--Y. 0) 44Y) + j(o y) 44) =i,u -“) 44Y) +A -Y)). 
We invoke Theorem l.l( a), replacing p(y) there by p(y) + p( - y), to 
obtain 
(1 ) UP I,6C+ m h(t)” u(t) dc (1.7) 0 
for all h E L,‘,,(R), h 2 0, if and only if 
By Theorem 1.1(a) we also have B, <C+ d B+(p)‘lq (p’)“~“. 
We again invoke Theorem 1.1(a), replacing p(y) there by p(y) + p( -y) 
and o(t) by u( -t), to obtain 
U ) l/P Iz<C- o:h(-l)pu(--f)df Y 
for all h E L:,,(R), h > 0, if and only if 
Once again, by Theorem 1.1(a), we have B- <C_ <B_(p)“” (p’)“P’. 
Since B-c co then both (1.8) and (1.10) hold, as is easily seen by 
positivity and by raising the various factors to the p‘ power; in fact, 
B, <B. Consequently, both (1.7) and (1.9) are valid so that the left hand 
side of (1.5) is bounded by 
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We apply Holder’s inequality to the right hand side of (1.1 1 ), considered 
as the sum C + D + + C ~ D _. , and are able to bound this right hand side by 
!c 
UP 
(cp; + CT )““’ p h(t)P u(t) dt + J” lag u(t) dt 
-- 1L, > 
< (B”c + BP: )‘lp’ (p)“” (p’)““’ Ilhll,,, 
<21’P’B(p)“Y (p’)““’ Ilhljp,o. 
(iv) Finally, let p = a6 + q. Since B < cc then B,, < co and B, < co by 
positivity, where, for example, B, is the supremum in (1.6) for the 
measure q. Thus, by the previous parts of this proof, 
‘d/W < C:, Ilhll;~ + C; lIhll;‘$ 
Ifl > IYI 
and the constant is obtained. Q.E.D. 
The hypothesis, VI ~ *’ E L:,,(R), in Proposition 1.3 can be weakened to 
assuming u1 - @ E L:,,( R\ [ -y, y]) for each y > 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Given u E L,&(R), u > 0 ae., and p E M, (l%). Assume 
1 <pdq< cc and u’-P’EL;o,(R). 
(a) There is C > 0 such that for all h E L:,,(R), h 3 0, 
,f, < ,yI h(t) dt )q )l’q<C(/h(,)po(t)di)l’p 4(y  
if and only if 
(b) If C<oo then B6C. If B<ccr and p({O})=O then C=C, 
satisfies 
and if ,~=a& u>O, then vlPp’ E L’(R) and C=C, satisfies C= B= 
~~‘~(~u(t)~-~‘dt)~‘~‘. Zf B< cc and p=uJ+u, where u>O, ‘IEM+( and 
q((O})=O, then 
c = (C-Z, + CT, l’y. 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.3 and uses Theorem 1.1(b). 
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2. A FOURIER TRANSFORM NORM INEQUALITY ON [w 
Define 
Mo= {fd(R): suppf is compact and p(O) = 0 }. 
THEOREM 2.1. Given VE L:,,(Iw), v > 0 a.e., and pi M+(Q). Assume 
l<p<q<oo andvlpP’ E G,,(~\C -Y, ~1) for each Y > 0. 
IlP’ 
B, = sup l~l~44y) dx < cc (2.1) .” > 0 ,y, <y ,x, < ,,~ I-4 p’ 4~)‘~ p’ > 
and 
then there is C > 0 such that 
Vf~Mo~Ltx~), Ilfllq,, G c llfllP,“. (2.3) 
(b) Zfp = a& a > 0, then B, = B, = 0; and, for arbitrary p E M+(a), C 
in (2.3) can be chosen as 
C= 2l+ l’P’(~BI + B,)(p)“q (p’)“p’, 
cjI, Remark 2.4(e). 
Proof. Since feM,, we havef(y)=l (ep2Rify- l)f(t)dt and so 
f(y)= -2ijep”“‘($)ntyf(t)dt. 
Therefore, we find that 
If( ~271 IYI jz,[?,<, Itf(t)l dt+2 I,,,,,, If(t)I dl 
= 27c ly’ I,,,, <I,,?, 1x-y(:)l dx + 2 5 n,,. x, > I,,y, lx-‘f(:)l dx. 
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Consequently, by Minkowski’s inequality, we estimate 
We first use Proposition 1.3. Let h(t) = It-‘f(l/t)l and replace &(y) (in 
the proposition) by Iy19 &(y) and u(t) by it/3p-2 0(1/t). Then we obtain 
J, QC, (j lt-~(;)~’ ,t~~p-~ o (;) dr)“’ (2.4) 
for all f~ M, if 
sup .” 3, 0 (I IA9 dp(y) ,Y,<y,n 
)‘-9(,,~,>~~,~(,~,~~-*u(~))‘-p’~~)’”<~. (2.5) 
The right hand side of (2.4) is C, Ilfjlp,o. Note in (2.5) that 
(3p-2)(1-p’)=3p-2-3ppf+2p’+p’-p’=3(p-pp’+p’)-(2+p’)= 
-(2 +p’). Thus, the second integral in (2.5) is 
(s ,1, >l’,n I4 --(2+p” u(~)‘~p’~~)“p’=(i;.,, ,x,~~u(X)‘~~~dx)l’p’. 
Combining these observations we obtain J, < C, Ilflip,v for all f~A4, n 
L:(R) if (2.1) holds. 
Next, we use Proposition 1.4. Because of the definition of Jz we let 
h(t) = t -*f( l/t) in the proposition as well as replacing u(t) by 1 tI *P-* u( l/t). 
Then we have 
(2.6) 
for all fE MO if 
sup y > 0 > u/n 
~~(y))“4(~,~,<l_ir(,~,2p-2u(f))‘-p’dl)”p’<~. (2.7) 
The right hand side of (2.6) is C, IlfjlD.,. Note in (2.7) that 
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(2~ - 2)( 1 -p’) = 2p - 2 - 2pp’ + 2p’ = - 2. Thus, the second integral in 
(2.7) is 
Combining these observations we obtain J, < C2 IjfIlp,v for all fe M, n 
L:(R) if (2.2) holds. 
Consequently, (2.3) is obtained. The value of C in terms of B, and B, 
follows directly from the estimate, IIf/I,,<2nJ1 + 2J2, and the values of 
the constants in Propositions 1.3 and 1.4. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given v E L6,(R) for some r > 1, where v > 0 a.e., and 
chooseps(1, co). 
(a) Ifh E L:(R)’ annihilates M, n L:(R) then h is a constantfunction. 
(b) M,nLE(R)=L;(R) or L~(R)cL’(R). 
(c) Ifv’-“’ $L’(R) then M,nLf(R)=Lfl(lR). 
ProoJ (a) Suppose h E L:(R) annihilates the vector space M, n 
Jy(~). 
Let xT/2=x[-T/2, T/Z]? T>O, and ey(t)=e2ni’y. Note that (ef)” (A)= 
f(A - y) for fE L’(R). We have ffTIZ(y) = T((sin nty)/nTy) and so iTI* = 0 
if y=n/T, n~z\{O}. Therefore, e,,T~r,2~MonLf$R) for all ~EZ\{O}. 
Let 
1 
s 
Tl2 
cn = 7 ~ T/2 e&t) h(t) & 
n E Z. 
Each integral is well-defined because of the elementary calculation showing 
that L:(R)‘= L!,-,,(R). By our hypothesis on h, c, =0 for all nE Z\(O). 
Let h T = h on [ - T/2, T/2) and define it T-periodically on R. The formal 
Fourier series of h, is C c,e -n,T(t), noting that epnlT is T-periodic for 
all n. 
Our next goal is to show that h, E Lf&(R/TZ) for some a > 1. If our 
assumption were that v E L,zC( R) instead of u E L6,(R) then this fact is valid 
for a =p’ by means of the elementary estimate, 
s “’ Ih(t)l”-dt=jT’2 Ih(t)j”‘v(t)‘-“‘v(t)“‘-‘dt - T/2 - Tl2 
s 7-P <KT Ih(t)l”‘u(t)‘-“‘dt< co. - T/2 
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For the more general case, u E &,(R), we proceed as follows. Let 
a = rp’/(p’ - 1 + r). It is easy to see that 1 < u <p’; in fact, rp’ >p’ - 1 + r 
if and only if r( p’ - 1) > p’ - 1 if and only if I > 1 and rp’ < p’( p’ - 1 + Y) if 
and only if r<p’- 1 +r if and only if p’> 1. Set s=p’/a so that s> 1. 
Consequently, 
T/2 
Ih(t)l” I@-“‘~ o(t)“lP dt 
- T/2 
0 
T/2 IIS 
> (1 
TP 
> 
I/s’ 
Q IA(t) v(t)-us’P dt v( t)as”p dt 
~ T/2 - T/2 
TP 
~ T/2 
,h(t),P’~(t)l-P’dt)“~(~~~,~“(t)ldt)l’i< co, 
since 
as’ p’ a PI rp’ -=-- =- 
P p pf-a p p’(p’- 1 +r)-rpfzr. 
Now, because a > 1 we can apply the Carleson-Hunt theorem to assert 
that hT(t)=C cne-nlT(t) a.e. on [ - T/2, T/2). By the properties of {cn> 
this means 
VT>O, h(u) du a.e. on [ - T/2, T/2). (2.8) 
We use (2.8) in the following way. First, h(t) = k,, 1 on [ - (N+ 1)/2, 
(N+ 1)/2) by (2.8), and hence 
k,=h(t)=;\y;,2k,+,du a.e. on [-N/2, N/2). 
Thus, k, = k, + , on [-N/2, N/2) for each integer N, and so h(t) = k E C 
a.e. on R. 
(b) If h(t)=k=O then M,n L~(R’)=L~(R) by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. 
If /z(t) = k # 0 andfE L:(R) then IfI E L;(R), and, by the duality between 
Lz( R) and its dual, f IfI (t) h(t) dt E C. Consequently, k l If(t)1 dt E @ and 
sof~L’(R). We could also argue that h(t)=k#O implies u’-~‘EL~([W), 
and so j If(t)/ dt < co for fe L;(R) by Holder’s inequality. 
(c) Since MEL{;-, then h(t)=k=O because u’~~‘$L’(IW); conse- 
quently, M,, A L:(R) = L:(R) by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Combining Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 with a standard density 
argument, cf., [BH, p. 2511, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.3. Given v E L6,([w) for some r > 1, where v > 0 a.e., and 
givenpEM+(lf?). Suppose l<p<q<cc andvlPP’EL~,,([W\[-y,y])\L1(IW) 
for each y > 0; and assume (2.1) and (2.2) are valid. 
(a) Iffy L;(llZJ then lim,,, 
Man LfXR), and {J;} 
Ilfj-fllp,u =O for a fquence_{fj)_E 
converges in L4,([w) to a function fE L:(R). f is 
independent of the sequence {J;} and it is called the Fourier transform of J 
(b) There is C > 0 such that 
VffeL9(~), llfll,,, G c Ilf IIP,“. 
Furthermore, C can be chosen as 
c = 2i+ ‘qtB, + B,)(p)“Y (p’)““‘. 
Remark. 2.4. (a) Our density result, Theorem 2.2, is quite different 
in spirit and technique than that proved in [MWY, Theorem 6.191 by 
Muckenhoupt, Wheeden, and Young. As a particular case and for 
VEL:,,([W), they show that M,nLE(IW)=L{([W) if 
jit jp~llv(t)dt=O 
0 
v(t)dt=O, 
(2.9) 
cf., Proposition 2.6. (Technically, they don’t use MO n L!([w) but the 
result is the same.) 
(b) Suppose v1 -p’ E L:,,(Iw) for even v and assume supp p is not 
compact; if (2.2) holds then v’-~’ E L’[w) and ~1 E Mb(R). In particular, we 
can not determine that MO n L{(R) = L:(R) from Theorem 2.2, noting that 
Lg(rW)c L’(R) when v’-~‘E L’(R). 
(c) The weight condition in [BH] for dp(y) = u(y) dy, u and v even, 
and u and l/v decreasing on (0, co) is that (u, v) E F(p, q), i.e., 
Using the given monotonicity it is easy to see that (2.1) is a consequence 
of F(p, q). We have no such expectation for (2.2); in fact, F(p, q) is valid 
and (2.2) fails for u(y) = l/lvl”, v(x) = IxJa, p = q = 2, and 0~ c1< 1. 
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(d) If p E M+(p) and (2.2) holds then ,U E Mb+(@). However, if 
HEMP+ and u’-~‘EL,‘,,(IW\[-~,~]) for each y>O we cannot 
necessarily conclude that (2.2) holds. On the other hand, (2.2) is obtained 
for puma+ and u’-~‘EL’(IW) or for puma+ with compact support 
Ks [-yr,y,] and u’-~‘EL~(IW\[-~/~,, l/y,]). 
(e) The Fourier transform defined in Theorem 2.3(a) is the usual 
Fourier transform when the latter exists on L:(R). However, it provides an 
extension of the Fourier transform on other L:(R). As a trivial example, 
but one which explains the constants in Theorem 2.1 (b), let p = 6. Then 
(2.3) becomes If(O)1 < C Ilfljp,U for f E M,. Even more, B, = B, = 0 implies 
C = 0 in this case; but this causes no problem since f l M,. If u(t) = /t( p 
then u(t)‘~ JJ’ $ L'(R) so that Theorem 2.2 applies; but the unique 
continuous extension L:(R) -+ L:(R) of the well-defined Fourier transform 
map M,, n LE( a) + L;(R) is nothing more than the O-function, cf., 
Example 2.5(c). The theory and quantitative construction of “Fourier 
transforms” defined by such extensions is developed in [BL]. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. (a) If u(y)= y-‘, v(x) =x2, and p=q= 2, then (2.1) 
and (2.2) are satisfied, whereas p$M(fi) for &(y) = u(y) dy since 
u# L:,,,(R). This does not allow us to apply Theorem 1.1 as it is stated. 
(b) If u(y) = e-Iy’, v(x) = el”‘, and 1 <p<q< cc, then all the condi- 
tions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. In fact, the conclusion (2.3) is expected 
since L:(R) is “large” and L:(R) is “small.” It is clear that (2.9) fails 
whereas Lg(R)&L'(R). 
(c) Given u(t) = (tj’+’ and ,U = C’ (l/lnl’ +‘) 6, for fixed E E (0, 2), 
and let p = q= 2. The conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. Clearly, 
V -'EL'([W\[-y,y])\L'([W) for each y>O; and 
2 - (22--E- 1)1/2, 
B< 2--E I- O<&< 1 IL 2 2--E+ I<&<2 
and B, < 2/s. (For computations, note that 2* -’ - 16 3 - a.) Consequently, 
+$525(na,+B2)2j If(r jtl’+‘dt. 
By direct construction, it is easy to see that the Fourier transform 
map M, n L:(R) -+ L:(h) extends to L:(R) in a non-trivial way, cf., 
Remark 2.4(e). 
Because of Theorem 2.2 and (2.9) we give the following application of 
Hardy’s inequality. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Given p E (1, cc ) and v E Lb,( IR), v > 0 ae. If 
lim 41’ v(t) dt = 0 
j-m/ -I 
then v’ - p’ 4 L’(R). 
ProoJ Taking p = 6 and any q >p we apply Theorem 1.1 (a) to obtain 
v’-~‘EL~(R) if and only if Ih(t)dt<Cllhll,,, for all non-negative 
h E Li,,( R), where C is independent of h. Thus, if v1 - p’ E L1 (R) then 
Vh = xi, j > 0, (2j)p<Cpj’ v(t)dt, 
-i 
and the result follows. 
3. REMARKS ABOUT MEASURESON [w" 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. If PEE(@) then ~((0)) is well-defined by p((O})= 
limj _ o. (p, cp,), where ‘pie C,( I&), supp ‘pi c B(0, llj) (the closed ball of 
radius l/j centered at the origin), ‘PJ- = 1 on a neighborhood of 0 E &, and 
II’pi\l o. = 1. To see this, first observe that 
where k > j. The right hand side tends to 0 as j + co since 0 (B(0, l/j)\ 
{O>)=@, WA l/U+ l))\{O)~WA Uj)\(O}, and IPI ~M+(fi”). (IPI is 
defined as (I~LJ,cp)=sup {lj+dpl: I$l<rp} where q~C,(l@) is non- 
negative; the extension of 1~1 as an element of M+(&‘) is routine.) Thus, 
{ (p, vi ) > is a Cauchy sequence and the limit exists. Any such sequences 
(qj} or (Ii/j} yield the same limit since IA -BI Q IA- (p, cpi)( + 
I+, ~p~--$~)) + IB- (p, i/j>1 and since lim,,, (p, cpj-tij)=O as in the 
above estimate. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. For cp E L’(@“) or for measurable non-negative functions 
cp on I@ the polar coordinates change of variable formula is 
(3.1) 
where y E RB”\(O} has the representation y = p0 for p > 0 and 8 E C,- , , the 
unit sphere of fi”, and where on ~, is (n - 1 )-dimensional area measure on 
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L@. Note that, even though en- I is not a-finite on &, it is a bounded 
measure on Z+ i ; and so, by Fubini’s theorem, the integral on the right 
can be written in either order [Sm, p. 389 ff.]. If p is the restriction of cr,- 1 
to Cn-l, then we shall also denote p by on- 1, and, in this case, 
supp(T,-,=c,-,. 
Take n > 1. So(n) is the non-commutative “special orthogonal” group of 
proper rotations. SE SO(n) is a real n x n matrix whose transpose s’ is also 
its inverse S ’ and whose determinant det S is 1. A function cp on fin is 
radial if cp(Sy) = q(y) for all SE SO(n). 
DEFINITION 3.3. ,u E M( @), n > 1, is radial if Sp = p for all SE SO(n), 
where S’p is defined as 
vq E C,.( R”), (84 cp> = (P(Y)* cp(SY)). 
If dp(y) = u(y) dy, i.e., p is identified with UEL:,,(@Y), then (Su)(y) = 
u(S’y) for SE SO(n); in fact, j (Su)(y) q(y) dy = 1 u(y) cp(Sy) dy = 
J u(s-‘Y) CP(Y) d y, where the second equality follows since the Jacobian of 
any rotation is 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Given p E M(&) and assume ,u{ (0)) = 0. Zf ,u is radial 
then there is a unique measure v E M(0, co) such that for all radial functions 
q? E C,,( R!“), 
where co,- I = 2&‘/lJn/2) is the surface area of the unit sphere Z,- 1 of @. 
Formula (3.2) extends to the radial elements of L:(l@‘) by Lebesgue’s 
theorem. 
Proof: Given a sequence {tij:j= 1,2, . ..} E C,(@) of non-negative 
functions having the properties, s Ii/,(y) dy = 1 and supp tij E B(0, l/j) for 
each j. Then, for any cp E Cc(@), a standard approximate identity argument 
shows that lim,, oc, (p * ej, cp) = (p, cp), where ,u * ej is a continuous 
function. 
Next, assume each tij is radial and take SE SO(n). We compute 
(S(P * $j))(Y) = J tij(s-‘Y - A) dP(A) and (II * @j/i)(Y) = ((SP) * tijli)(Y) = 
j Icl,(y - SA) dp(A), where the second fact uses the assumption Sp=h. 
Since $j is radial, tij(S’y - A) = $j(S(S-‘y - A)) = $j(y - SA). Thus, 
S(,u * tiji, = p * tij, i.e., each ,u * ei is radial. 
Set Yj = p * ej. Since Yj is radial we compute 
607/96/2-l 
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for all radial cp E Cc(@) by means of (3.1) and the fact that (p * ~/~~)cp E 
L’(@). Now, consider the locally compact space X= (0, co), the function 
space C,(X), and the linear subspace 9?= {@E C,(X): Q(p)=@-‘q(p), 
for some radial cp E C,(l@“)}; note that each such cp vanishes in a 
neighborhood of OE A’; i.e., cp is radial and (PE Cc(l@\{O}). Define 
v: %Z + C as (v, @) = limj, m fX Yj(p) Q(p) dp. This limit exists by (3.3) 
and the weak * convergence of {p * l(li} to p; and, in fact, w,- 1 (v, Cp) = 
(p, cp) where Q(p) = p”- ‘q(p). Clearly v is linear on %‘. Next, let 
the sequence { @,: @&) = p”- ‘qk( p)> c % have the properties that 
lim, + m llQkll o. = 0 and supp Qk c K, where KG X is a compact set. 
Then lim, _ oD w-~(v, @k) = lim,,, (p, qk) = 0 since p E M(R”), 
lim,- m bAI m = 0, and supp (Pi c { 8K: 8 E C,_ 1 } (a compact set in I@“). 
Consequently, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, v extends to a measure on 
C,(X) which we also denote by v. 
For a given radial cp E C,( R”), let { cpj} E C,( @“\ { 0} ) and compact K 
have the properties that supp ‘pi, supp cp E K, B(0, l/j) G K, 'pi= cp on 
K\B(O, U!), and Ilqjll m G llqll m. Then 
lim (FL, ‘pi > = 64 Cp >. (3.4) j + m 
In fact, 
= 
/J 
(Cp - cpi)(Y) 44Y NO, l/i) 
and the last term tends to zero since IPI EM+@“) and PV, W 
a decreasing sequence imply lim,, m l/4 (B(O, l/A)= IPI (f-I WA W)= 
1~1 ({0}), where (~1 ({O})=O by the definition of 1~1 in terms of p and by 
the assumption p( { 0 } ) = 0. 
If for a given radial cp E Cc(@‘) we define Qj(p) = p”- ‘cp,(p), with ‘pi as 
in (3.4), then, because (p, qj ) = o, _ 1 (v, aj ), (3.4) yields the relation 
= lim 0,-r s P j-m "-'cP,(P) dv(P)- (0. -1 
We denote this last term by o,_ I jco, ooj p”- ‘q(p) dv(p) since its value 
(p, q) is independent of the sequence { cp,}. 
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Finally, we prove the uniqueness of v. Suppose vi and v2 both give rise 
to (3.2). 
If cP~Cc(~“\W) we see that v1 = v2 on V. Also vi - v2 is a continuous 
linear functional on 9?(K) = { @ E V: supp @ E K, compact} and so it 
extends to a bounded measure v on C,(K) having the same norm. There- 
fore, since vi = v2 on V(K), v = v1 - v2 is the zero measure on C,(K). It 
follows that v1 = v2 on C,(X) because C,.(X) = U {C,.(K): Kc X}. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The assumption, p( (0)) = 0, is required in Proposi- 
tion 3.4. To see this let .U = 6 and for simplicity of calculation take n = 2 
and tij(y) = (j*/x) ~~(~.,,~)(y). Then, for radial cp E C&6!*), 
and, of course, the right hand side is also seen to be ~(0) by direct 
computation. The measure v on (0, co) must be 0 since, by definition of 
{tij}, its support is forced to be the origin. Even if v had [0, co) as its 
domain it is forced to have the form ad. In either case the formula (3.2) 
fails when ~(0) # 0, e.g., 
I 
co 
OZvP(O)= (4 cp> and wn-1 P “- ‘cp(P) WP) = 0, 
0 
where it does not matter if the domain of integration in the integral is 
(O,m)or P,~). 
4. A FOURIER TRANSFORM NORM INEQUALITY ON o;P" 
Define 
M,(n)= {SEL’(R”): suppfiscompact andf(O)=O}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given radial v E L,‘,,(W), v > 0 a.e., and radial p E 
M+(@), p((O))=O. Let VEM+((O, co)) denote the measure on (0, co) 
corresponding to p (as in Proposition 3.4). Assume 1 <p < q < co and 
vlpp’E L~,,(R”\B(O, y)) for each y >O. Zf 
Bl=;y(j pn~l+qdv(~))‘“(~~~‘rn~‘+p~~(r)‘~~p~dr)”p’<~ (4.1) 
(0, ? ) 
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and 
l lP’ 
B, = sup P r+‘u(r)‘-p’ dr < co, (4.2) yzo 
then there is C > 0 such that for all f E MO(n) n L{(W) 
Ilfll,,, G c Ilfllp.o. (4.3) 
Furthermore, C can be chosen as 
c = 24p; ‘If, -(n-1)/4(P)l/q (p’)‘/P’ (B, + B,). 
The notation dv(p/n) signifies (l/z) q(p/n) dp in the case dv(p) = q(p) dp. 
Proof. Since fE M,(n), 
f((y) = -2ij e-nir.y sin(nt .y)f(t) dt. 
If 71 ItI (y( d 1 then [sin nt .yl/(lr ItI Iyl)< 1 since 
7tt.y sinnt.y <l 
--. 
71 I4 IYI nt.Y 
Therefore, for a fixed y # 0, 
m G27.c IYI j 
n 14 IYI G 1 
I4 If( dt + 2 J: ,1, 7/ >, If( & 
where the terms on the right hand side are radial functions. Consequently, 
by Minkowski’s inequality, we estimate 
U l~(~)l~d~(y~)“~~2n(j / j,,,.,,,,,, I4 If(t)I dti4 lVdiL(y))oy 
+2 j j,,,,,,,,,, If( d+W))1’4 (I 
= 27cJ1 + 2Jz. 
We use (3.1) to estimate J, . Let y = n IyI and calculate 
(4.4) 
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Therefore, by this calculation and Proposition 3.4, 
Let h(r) be the integrand whose domain is (rcs, co) in the last term of (4.5), 
replace dp in Theorem 1.1(a) by sn--lfy dv(s), and make the change of 
variable y = zs. Thus, by this theorem, 
if 
J,6C1~~‘YI~n’“-1+q”Y 
0 0 
Bl=y(j yn-l+qdv(;))““(j” 
(0, Y) ? 
We now calculate V so that the inequality, 
is valid. The quantity llflj ,“,” on the right hand side of (4.6) is 
s i 
03 
np1 If(r~)~pu(rO)drdo,-,(0) 
zn-I 0 
=i’ I 
m 
f-1 If( p dre) da,- ,UO dr 
0 
= 
n I 
_ 
= jom s-(“+I) jzn-, If(; 0 (f) da,-,(e) ds 
= s ‘s-(n+2)P(jzn~-, If(~)I’do,-,(H))sl”i2’p-(~+1)o(~)ds, 0 
where we have used the hypothesis that o is radial. Comparing this last 
term with the left hand side of (4.6) we set 
Jqs)=u ; p+Z)P-w+lJ, 
0 
and we must show 
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<o;liJ’, 
(J 
O” r-w+2)P 
0 
( jz”-, ~f(~)~ndo.-A8)) V(r) dry (4.7) 
in order to prove (4.6) for this function V. To this end we temporarily write 
(4.7) as 
cc 
(i 0 
dr, 0) da,- I(4 p4(T) 
UP 
0 Z,-I 1 1 
<w;‘fl a, 
(j j 
UP 
gk w k- ,ua 4~ . (4.7’) 
0 Z.-I 
By (generalized) Minkowski’s inequality with p > 1, e.g., [HLP, Theorem 
2021, the left hand side of (4.7’) is dominated by 
UP 
da,- de); 
and so we need only show that 
jz 
VP 
” 1 
_ W)“p da,- l(e) 6 o;‘p’l ( jz G(e) don- l(e) 
n 1 
_ 
and this is a consequence of the estimate, 
jX”_, wvp do,- l(e) f (jr 
IlP’ UP 
da,- l(e) ) (1 G(e) do,- l(6) 1 . n I En-1 
Thus, (4.6) is valid for V(s) = u(l/s) s ~+~)p--(~+ “. Recall that the left 
hand side of (4.6) is j; !~(r)~ V(r) dr and so, by our application of 
Theorem 1.1(a) and definition of V, we obtain 
J1~Clw~‘u:1’p’71-(n~‘+q)‘q IlfllP,” 
when B, < 00, where II, < C, < Bl(p)1’9 (p’)‘lp’. Note that 
(4.8) 
l lP’ 
SC(“+2)P~(n+l)l(l~P’)ds 
l/q l/P’ 
r n-l+P’D(r)l-P’dr (4.9) 
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since (n+2)p-(n+l)=(n+l)(p-l)+p and l-$=-l&-l) 
implies [(n+2)~-(n+ I)](1 -p’)= -(n+ 1 +p’). 
We now use (3.1) to estimate J2. Let y = rc jy( and calculate 
Therefore, by this calculation and Proposition 3.4, 
Let h(r) be the integrand whose domain is (0, rcs) in the last term of (4.5), 
replace C&J in Theorem 1.1 (b) by sn - ’ dv(s), and make the change of 
variable y = 7~s. Thus, by this theorem, 
B, = sup Y 
YZO 
We now calculate V so that the inequality, 
is valid. The quantity l/j-II ;,” on the right hand side of (4.11) is 
s 
as-‘n+l)p(jzne, (,(~)lpd~~-,(e,),i’+l)p-(fl+l)~(~)ds 
0 
by a calculation similar to that after (4.6) where, once again, we have used 
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the hypothesis that u is radial. Comparing this term with the left hand side 
of (4.11) we set 
qs)=u f p+l)(P--l), 
0 
and we must show 
m r-cn+lJp(~zne, (,(f)~pdon&‘)) V(r)dr)“’ (4.12) 
in order to prove (4.11) for this function V. Inequality (4.12) follows by 
the same argument as that given after (4.7’). Consequently, (4.11) is valid 
for V(S) = u( l/s) s cn+ ‘)(P- ‘). Recall that the left hand side of (4.11) is 
j; /am V(r) dr and so, by our application of Theorem 1.1(b) and definition 
of V, we obtain 
52 < c,op; “p’7c-(“- I)‘9 IlfllP,” (4.13) 
when B, < co, where B, < C2 < Bz(p)1’9 (p’)“‘“‘. Note that 
Combining our estimates, we have 
llfll,,, < 245 lip’ 7t-(“-YC1 + C,) IlfllP,” 
when B, + B, < cx). By the above-mentioned bounds on Cj in terms of B, 
we obtain the desired bound for C. Q.E.D. 
The analogue of Theorem 2.2 is true, and the proof proceeds as follows. 
As in Theorem 2.2(a) we let h E L:(W)’ = LpU;-P(W) annihilate MO(n) n 
L:([w”) and then check that c,,, ,_,, n. =0 for each (n,, . . . . n,) E Zn\(0), where 
1 n 
c II,, . . n, = 7 T s r-I CTf”) j= 1 
enj,T(fj) h(t) dt 
and CT(,,, = [-T/2, T/2] x . . . x [-T/2, T/2] for fixed T > 0. (This 
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generalization from R to R” uses the function ~~~~,,~(r) = JJJ’= 1 xT,Jtj), 
T, = T > 0, and t = (t,, . . . . t,); and, consequently, 
and 
XT(n)/2 E Mo(n) n L:(Rn).) 
Next, let h,,, =h on CT,nj and extend it periodically to R”. As in 
Theorem 2.2 we can show that h,,, E L”(lR”/TZ”), where a = 
rp’/(p’- 1 + r) and our hypothesis is that UE L[,,(lR”) for some Y > 1. 
Because a > 1 we can assert that 
lim f ... f c nl, .._, nne-nllTttl) ...e-n,lT(tn) 
m+‘x --m --m 
= hT,n,(r) a.e. on CT,nj. 
This result is due to C. Fefferman [F] and is a consequence of the 
Carleson-Hunt theorem, though not by iteration (or induction) as might 
be expected but by the proper decomposition of B”. Therefore, since each 
of the coefficients except c~,...,, vanishes, we obtain 
VT>O, h(t)=&1 h(u) du a.e. on CTtn,. (4.14) 
CTl”) 
We use (4.14) in precisely the same way we used (2.8). As a result, we 
have proved 
THEOREM 4.2. Given u E L;,,(W) for some r > 1, where v > 0 a.e., and 
choose p E ( 1, cc ). 
(a) Zf h E L:(W)’ annihilates M,(n) n L:(W) then h is a constant 
function. 
(b) M,(n)nL~(W’)=L~(R”) or L~(W)&L’(W). 
(c) If&” #L’(R”) then MO(n)nL:(R”)=Lg(R”). 
Combining Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 4.3. Given radial v E L;,,( UP) for some r > 1, where v > 0 a.e., 
and given radial ~LEM+(R”) for which p({O})=O. Suppose 1 <p<q< cc 
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and u’ -p’ E L~,,(R”\B(O, y))\L’( R”) f or each y > 0; and assume conditions 
(4.1) and (4.2) are uafid. 
(a) I~SEL:([W”) _then limj,, lI.f;-fllp,~=O for a sequence {fi>,s 
MO(n) n ~W7, and {fi) converges in I.;( R”) to a function fE Lz( I%“). f is 
independent of the sequence { jj} and it is called the Fourier transform of jI 
(b) There is C>O such that 
WE LfP”), IIPII,,, G c lull,.“; 
and C can be chosen as 
c = 2qyJ: ‘lPfn -(~-~)/4(p)~/q (p’)‘/P’ (B, + &). 
5. RESTRICTION THEOREMS AND THE F(p, q,n) CONDITION 
DEFINITION 5.1. (a) Notationally, set L’,- r(p) = {y E I&‘: IyI = p], and 
let pP be the restriction of c‘nP r to Z,_ r(p). pp is the positive measure 
corresponding to a uniformly distributed mass on the sphere C,- ,(p) with 
surface or (n - 1)-dimensional density (= mass divided by surface area) 
equal to 1. 
(b) Fix p>O and let x=~t-,,~,,,~). 6(lyl-p)~M~+(@) is the 
a(M,( I%“), C,( A’)) limit, 
lim L x - IYI -P 
r-0 z ( ) z ’ 
and S(lyl -p)=pp. The mass of S(lyl -p) is J S(lvl -p) dr which equals 
Consequently, one easily checks that the surface density of 6( IyI -p) = 1. 
For example, if n = 2 then this calculation gives J 6( IyI - p) & = 27rp; and 
since the length of C,(p) is 2xp we see that the linear density of 6(lyl -p) 
is 1. 
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(c) The measure v on (0, co) (from Proposition 3.4) corresponding 
to pLp is 6,; and if cp E C,( L@) is radial then j q(y) &,(y) = o,- 1 (S,(p), 
/I”- ‘cp(/?)). To see this, first note that supp v = {p} since j q(y) &&y) = 0 
if supp cp r\ supp pQ = 0. Thus, v = ~6,. Then letting cp = 1 and applying 
pait (b) we have P”-l~,-l=~d~,(Y)=~,-l(c~p(a),afl~l)= 
CP Q),-1; and so c= 1. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Given radial u E L:,,(W), u > 0, and suppose 
1 <p<q< co. The (Lt, Ly) spherical restriction property with constant 
C(p, q, p) holds for R” if there is a subspace A4 s L’(W) n L E( W) for 
which A = Lz( KY) and if 
cf., [St, pp. 108-1091. 
THEOREM 5.3. Given radial v E L,‘,,(W), v > 0 a.e., and suppose 
1 <p<q< co. Assume v’-~ E L:,,(W\B(O, y)) for each y > 0 and set 
qp, q, p) = &p: I/P’(p)llY (p’)‘/P’ p’“- 1)/u 
UP’ 
r +-l+P’U(r)l-P’ d,. 
llP’ 
“-‘u(r)l-p’dr . ) 1 
Then for allp>O andfor allf~Mo(n)nL~(W’), 
I~W da,- l(y) 
‘I4 
6 C(P? 41 PI Ilf IUP,“. 
Proof: The proof is a direct application of Theorem 4.1. If v is the 
measure on (0, 00) corresponding to pLp then, by Definition 51(c), v = 6,. 
In particular, 
and 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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for example, y > prc and /I > y imply b/n > p and so 6,(/?/z) = 0 since 6, = 0 
on (P, 00). 
Let Bj = sup,, ,, B,(y), j = 1,2, in order to apply Theorem 4.1. By (5.1) 
BI = supy 2 pn B,(Y), and, for Y Z m 
B,(y)< i,O,/,~“-l+~dv(~))l’q(j~‘Yr~-l+~’u(r)l~~’dr)l’p 
( 
IlP’ 
. 
Thus, we have 
B,<(p#n-l+@‘q 
(1 
‘l(kJn) UP’ 
r n-l+P’y(,.)l-P’& . 
0 1 
By (5.2), 4 = supygpn B,(Y), and for Y G PT 
B,(y)<(p~)‘“-1”Y 
(1 
O” r”-‘u(r)‘-P’dr 
) 
IlP’ 
. 
l/J 
Thus, we have 
m B,<(P7C)(“--‘)/4 
U ‘l(w) 
The result is obtained by substituting these bounds for the Bj into 
Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. 
This result can also be proved using a more classical form of 
Theorem 4.1 where pP and v are replaced by approximants such as defined 
in Definition 51(b). Then standard real variable methods including Fatou’s 
lemma and the fundamental theorem of calculus (Lebesgue’s differentiation 
theorem) yield the result. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Gioen u(r) = ra and 1 <p < q < 00. Assume 
Then the (L:, L”) spherical 
-<,2- 
n 
p’- 1 p’- 1’ 
restriction property with constant 
K 
(-1) 
I/P’ 
> ( 
1 IlP’ 
X 
n + c1( 1 -p’) 
+ 
n+a(l-p’)+p’ > 1 
holds for R”. 
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ProoJ (a) For this weight u the integrals used to define C(p, q, p) (in 
Theorem 5.3) are 
s 
‘l(m) 
rn--Ifp’tor-aP’(&.= -1 1 
0 C-1 
n+n+p’(l--a) 
n+a+p’(l-a) prc 
and 
I 
cc -1 1 
0 
n+lllLp’) 
r n-lfor-up’&.= 
‘l(Pn) n+c((l -p’) pn 
respectively, where the first integral requires n + LX + p’( 1 - a) > 0 and the 
second requires n + c(( 1 -p’) < 0. Combining these inequalities gives the 
stated interval of CI values. 
(b) It remains to check the local integrability hypothesis and to find 
the appropriate dense subspace M. First, o1 ~ p’ E L&(lR”\B(O, v)) for each 
y > 0 since 
s h 1x1 “l-p”dx=o,_l rn~l+G-P’)dr<cO. (5.3) B(0. .I,)- n ECO,hl ? 
Second, set M= M,(n) n L;(W). Clearly, v E LEc([w”) so that we need 
only check that u’ Pp’ # L’(W) in order to apply Theorem 4.2. The non- 
integrability is immediate since the right hand integral of (5.3) with y = 0 
and b = cc is 
1 
rE+ In+a(l-p’)l r 
n+a(lLp’l- -cc 
sincen+c((l -p’)<O. Q.E.D. 
Zygmund [Z] was among the first to verify the spherical restriction 
property for the case v = 1. 
DEFINITION 5.5. (a) Given u E L&,(W), u B 0, and p E M+(@); and 
assume p > 1 and q > 1. The pair p, u satisfies the F(p, q, n) condition, 
written (p, 0) E F(p, q, n), if 
cf., Remark 2.4(c) for the l-dimensional even case. If p and u are radial 
with p( {0}) = 0 then 
B = o l/q + ‘/If sup 
n-l Y ‘- ’ dv(y) t y>0 (0. ?I 
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(b) If 1 <p < q < co and (p, u) E F(p, q, n) for d@(y) = u(y) dy, where 
UEL&,(@‘) and UEL~,,(R”) are radial and where u(lyl) and l/v(lyl) are 
decreasing on (0, co), then /lpi\,., < C Ilfllp,y, C being independent off, 
e.g., [H, JS, Mu2]. (Strictly speaking, this result requires that the intervals 
(0, r] and (0, l/u J in Definition 5.5(a) be modified in terms of the volume 
of the unit n-sphere. However, for most weights the F((p, q, n) condition 
yields the result as stated.) 
Now consider the growth condition 
where~~~+(~“)and~((O})=Oandwherea(p,q,n)=a=qn/p’forp>l 
andqal.Ifn>2,p>l,andq=((n-l)/(n+l))p’then 
n(n-1) nq -=- 
n-t1 p” (5.5) 
In particular, a(p, q, 1) gives non-zero meaning to the left hand side of 
(5.5) for the case n= 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Given radiuf p E M, ( fi”), n > 2, for which p( {O f ) = 0. 
(p, 1) E F( p, q, n), where p > 1 and q >, I, if and only if the inequality (5.4) is 
satisfied. 
Proof. Note that 
Suppose (flu, 1) E F(p, q, n). Then 
and so we obtain the inequality (5.4) with A = Bq(n2”/o, _ l)q’p’. 
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For the converse, let B = SUP,,~ B(y) so that 
B(y)Y=o”~lP’n-YIP’y-“YIP’ 
n Y n-1 dv(y) 
AO;‘fI 
= ndP’(2”Y/P’ _ 1 ) 
= By. Q.E.D. 
The following is a consequence of Proposition 5.6 and Definition 5.5(b). 
COROLLARY 5.7. Given radial u E L:,,( @‘), n > 2, and u > 0 (with corre- 
sponding radial p E M+(l@‘) defined by dp(y) = u(y) dy) and suppose ,u 
satisfies (5.4). Assume ,u( 1 /I ) is a decreasing function on (0, 00 ). 
(a) If 1 <p < q < co then there is C > 0 such that 
VfE LP( W”), Ilfll,,, G c llfll,. (5.6) 
1 <p<2n/(n+ 1) and 4= 
then p < q and so part (a) applies. 
The proof is clear except for noting, in part (b), that, for q so 
defined, q>p if and only if ((n- l)/(n + l))(p/(p- 1)) >p if and only if 
2n/(n + 1) >p. 
As an example for Corollary 5.7, let u( I /? ) = { fi} ~ 2n’(n + ’ ). Clearly, 
u E L:,,(f&“), and therefore it defines a positive (in fact, u > 0) measure p for 
which &{O})=O. Also, (p, l)~F(p, q, n) since q= ((n- l)/(n+ 1))~‘. 
Remark 5.8. Assuming (5.4), Christ [C] proved (5.6) for radial 
measures ,U E M, (I@“), n 2 2, in the range 1 <p < 2(n + l)/(n + 3) and 
q = ((n - l)/(n + 1)) p’. This can be compared with Corollary 5.7 where we 
are restricted to decreasing functions u but where the range of values p is 
larger (clearly, 2n/(n + 1) 2 2(n + l)/(n + 3)). Christ also showed that (5.4) 
is a necessary condition for (5.6). 
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The condition, 
l/Y 
sup (1 IYI --y 44Y) y>o ‘VO, VI- 1 (j 1x1 -p’ tl(x)1-p’ dx HO, l/Y) - ) 
IlP’ 
< aI, (5.7) 
also arises in Fourier transform norm inequalities. It corresponds to (4.2) 
in the same way that (cl, o)~F(p, q, n) corresponds to (4.1). If n = 1, 
Proposition 5.6 and (5.7) lead to the following relationship for non- 
symmetric p E M+(R). 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Giuen p E M, (fi) for which p( (0)) = 0. (p, 1) E 
F(p, q, 1 ), where p > 1 and q > 1, if and only if (5.4) is satisfied. Also, (5.4) 
implies (5.7) for v = 1, and, so, (5.7) for v = 1 is a consequence of the 
hypothesis (p, 1) E F(p, q, 1). 
Proof: Assume (p, 1) E F(p, q, 1). Then 
and so we obtain (5.4) as in the first part of Proposition 5.6. 
For the converse, since p( (0)) = 0 we have 
so we obtain F(p, q, 1) from (5.4) as in the second part of Proposition 5.6. 
Finally, we show that (5.4) implies (5.7) when u = 1. In fact, 
2 
0 
4/P’ 
d ‘-1 
f?/P f (2jy)-9 429,)dP 
J=o 
A2Y 1 
= (p’ _ 1)4/P’ (24/P - 1)’ 
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